COVID-19 Pledge Ceremony organized on 09.10.2020 at 4.00 pm

ICAR-DMA PR is organized a Pledge Ceremony regarding "Public Health Response to COVID-19: Campaign for COVID-Appropriate behavior" on 09.10.2020 at 4:00 P.M. as per direction and guidelines from Council. Dr. Satyanshu Kumar was chaired the Pledge Ceremony and Shri. N.J. Ganatra, Head of office read pledge. All the Officers/Staff members of ICAR DMAPR taken Pledge.

PLEDGE, I __________ Commit to be vigilant and bear in mind at all times, the risk to myself and my colleagues from COVID-19. I Promise to take all necessary precautions that prevent the spread of this deadly virus. I promise to follow and encourage others to follow the key COVID Appropriate Behaviours. To always wear a mask/face cover, especially when in public places. To maintain a minimum distance of 6 feet from others. To wash my hands, frequently and thoroughly with soap and water. Together we will win this fight against COVID-19.

(Source: AKMU, ICAR-Directorate of Medicinal and Aromatic Plants Research, Anand, Gujarat)